
From Private Data to Shared Knowledge

n Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has become a powerful
research catalyst in science. At the core of modern AI is
the ability to automatically extract knowledge from data
and build accurate predictive models. To maximize this
impact, it is critical to have access to enough good
quality data to allow machine learning algorithms to
extract relevant knowledge and produce useful models.
One of the main challenges in AI is therefore to compile
such pivotal datasets, which is particularly difficult in
drug discovery due to the confidential nature of the
primary information: the chemical structure. Even with
the availability of public data, the most valuable
knowledge remains embedded and locked in private
silos despite the willingness of industry to share non-
competitive information (fig.1)

nResults
To validate and proof the transferability concept we compared the performance of the teachers with the performance
of the student using an external benchmark provided by Preissner et al.[6]. The benchmark compiles about 4.5k
structures from the public domain. We used MCC (Matthew Correlation Coefficient) as an objective metric for the
comparison. In figure 4 and table 1 we can see that the student performs better than the average teacher, validating
the hypothesis. Even more promising, the student also outperforms every individual teacher, indicating a positive
synergy when combining the teachers. The student model also outperforms the best ranked model (Random-Forest
+ ECFP4 descriptor) in the Preissner benchmark further demonstrating the potential of this approach (fig.5).

nConclusion
Using the teacher-student approach, Lhasa Limited has introduced a new privacy-preserving method to transfer
knowledge from private data into sharable models. We have validate the concept in collaboration with 8 large
pharmaceutical companies. The resulting student model outperforms private teacher models it learned from,
indicating a positive synergistic effect. The student model also outperforms the best ranked model in the Preissner
benchmark context. These encouraging results open an avenue for a new generation of highly performant models
in the domain of drug discovery and development. The approach is however domain agnostic and can be applied
in many other contexts. A first application of this methodology drives the knowledge transfer for secondary
pharmacology endpoints within the Effiris consortium [7]
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nMethodology
To overcome this obstacle, Lhasa Limited has developed a methodology to enable the transfer of knowledge from
corporate data into sharable models whilst preserving the privacy of the original data. The method uses Knowledge
Distillation[1] based on the Teacher-Student approach [2,3] adapted to the domain of Molecular Informatics. In this
methodology, a private teacher model is trained from the proprietary data and used to label public data (name Cronos
data). This public data is subsequently used to train a student model. The private structural information is therefore
decoupled from the final student model and is never disclosed to the end user. This new method enables knowledge
sharing without a privacy leak. Furthermore we can federate the knowledge from different private teachers into a
single shared student model by combining the labels of these teachers for the same structures (fig. 2).

1 Lhasa Limited, Granary Wharf House, 2 Canal Wharf, Leeds, LS11 5PS
2 Firmenich, Geneva, Switzerland.
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Each member of the consortium provided a private dataset for hERG (sizes ranging from 3k to 70k data points)
from which we built 8 private teacher models used to label the Cronos data (public structures). For a same
structure the labels are consolidated as a weighted average of the labels (class probability distributions) using the
distance between, the structure and the teacher private training data (reliability) as a weighting factor (fig. 2).

These encouraging results show the potential of a new generation of performant predictive models leveraging the
privacy preserving access to a huge pool of knowledge distributed across pharmaceutical companies. The potential
of these models is further increased by the federation of many knowledge sources with a positive synergistic effect.

We expect the student model to perform better than an average teacher. The underlying hypothesis is that a
student that has collected knowledge from several teachers becomes itself more knowledgeable than an average
teacher owing to the diversity and complementarity of the information provided by its respective teachers. We have
explored and validated this hypothesis in collaboration with a consortium of 8 large pharmaceutical companies. We
transferred the knowledge for the hERG endpoint to build a sharable classification model. Models were built using
the SOHN algorithm[4] and the Extended Sybyl Atom pair descriptors[5]

To explore the impact of the number of teachers on the performance of the student, we ran the experiment with an
incremental number of teachers (stochastically sampled on the full labelling matrix to avoid permutation bias). We
can see in figure 6 that after just 3 teachers the student outperforms the average teacher with an MCC > 0.4.
Beyond 4 teachers, the student performance begins to plateau.

To make sure that the performance of the student is not due to a single teacher, we ran the experiment leaving one
teacher out at each round. Figure 7 shows that removal of any given teacher does not substantially impact the
performance of the student, demonstrating that the model is truly collaborative.

Finally we wanted to test the potential of this approach in a prospective context. For this purpose we combined the
Cronos labelled data with curated public data and private data from three of the members of the consortium. From
these three sources of data we built a model called ‘hybrid model’ that represents a model with the highest
predictive potential. We then compared the performance of this model with a model built only with the private data
against a prospective test set composed of structures developed since the Cronos consortium data were collected
(time split).

The hybrid model outperforms the private model (fig. 8) in the prospective validation with a substantial gain in
sensitivity. The hybrid model performs much better than the private model against the Preissner benchmark.
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Figure 1: How can we unlock the knowledge embedded in private data silos ?

Figure 2: Converting private data into sharable models

Private space

Sharable space

Choosing the Cronos set of public structures is an important step as it defines the vessel for the knowledge
transfer process. We aimed to design a tractable, diverse and homogeneous representation of a wide chemical
space. For that purpose, we randomly sampled 1 million structures from PubChem and applied a tiling process
(exclusion sphere based on a Tanimoto similarity) in order to obtain a set of 350k structures. These structures
were subsequently labelled using the consolidation across the 8 teacher labels. Finally only the subset of the
most confident consolidated labels for each class were retained, producing a final perfectly balanced student
training set of 22k structures (fig.3).

Figure 3: Preparation of the Cronos public structure dataset

Figure 4: The student model outperforms the average teacher and
even outperform every individual the teacher models. 

Figure 5: The student model outperforms the best model in the
Preissner benchmark even using the same algorithms or descriptors

Table 1: Detailed comparison of the performance of the teachers and the student

Figure 6: With 3 or more teachers, the student model already 
outperforms  the average teacher (MCC=0.4)

Figure 7: The model is truly collaborative as no teacher 
demonstrates a substantial drop when removed 

Figure 8: Prospective validation experiment the hybrid model outperforms the private model

Where:
Ls = label of a structure
M = number of teachers
Ri = reliability (distance to the teacher data) for teacher i
Li =  label predicted by teacher i by structure s
N = number of structures


